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By Toffler, Alvin; Toffler, Heidi

Little Brown & Co, Boston, Massachusetts, U.S.A., 1993. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. Dust
Jacket Condition: New. 1st Edition. From Kirkus Reviews: An appraisal of armed conflict that will
strike most readers as a typically slick Alvin Toffler production--despite the byline given to wife
Heidi and the bulletin that Alvin wrote Future Shock, The Third Wave, and other bestsellers with her
help. Here, the authors offer a quickstep guide to warfare in the idiosyncratic context of their wave
theory--which, broadly speaking, divides world history into agrarian, industrial, and technological
eras. Starting with the hand-to-hand combat of ancient times, they eventually get to WW II's highexplosive and nuclear horrors. Desert Storm, the Tofflers argue, was a showcase for a new
generation of intelligent armament (smart bombs and the like) that promises to minimize if not
eliminate the importance of brute-force firepower and set-piece battles. Among other examples,
the authors cite the possibility of microrobots able to invade an adversary's headquarters,
programmable ordnance, and sonic systems that could disable enemy troops without killing them.
In the meantime, the Tofflers warn, the breakup of the USSR hasn't made a peaceable kingdom of
the Global Village. Indeed, they assert, more rather than fewer brushfire wars...
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Reviews
This type of book is everything and taught me to hunting ahead of time and more. It is actually rally interesting throgh looking at time period. You can
expect to like just how the article writer write this publication.
-- Murphy Price
Definitely one of the best ebook We have possibly go through. It usually does not charge a lot of. I am just pleased to inform you that this is actually the
greatest ebook i have got study in my own lifestyle and may be he greatest publication for actually.
-- Ms. Patsy D'Amore III
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Children s Educational Book: Junior Leonardo Da Vinci: An Introduction to the Art, Science and Inventions of This Great Genius. Age 7 8
9 10 Year-Olds. [Us English]
Createspace, United States, 2013. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 254 x 178 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on
Demand *****.ABOUT SMART READS for Kids . Love Art, Love Learning Welcome. Designed to expand and inspire young minds; this is...

Children s Educational Book Junior Leonardo Da Vinci : An Introduction to the Art, Science and Inventions of This Great Genius Age 7 8
9 10 Year-Olds. [British English]
Createspace, United States, 2013. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 248 x 170 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on
Demand *****.ABOUT SMART READS for Kids . Love Art, Love Learning Welcome. Designed to expand and inspire young minds; this is...

Unplug Your Kids: A Parent's Guide to Raising Happy, Active and Well-Adjusted Children in the Digital
Age
Adams Media Corporation. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Unplug Your Kids: A Parent's Guide to Raising Happy, Active
and Well-Adjusted Children in the Digital Age, David Dutwin, TV. Web Surfing. IMing. Text Messaging. Video Games. iPods. Kids today
are plugged into...

Oxford Reading Tree Read with Bi , Chip and Kipper: Phonics: Level 2: A Yak at the Picnic
(Hardback)
Oxford University Press, United Kingdom, 2014. Hardback. Book Condition: New. Mr. Nick Schon (illustrator). 177 x 148 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book. Read With Biff, Chip and Kipper is the UK s best-selling home reading series. It is based on...

Hitler's Exiles: Personal Stories of the Flight from Nazi Germany to America
New Press. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. 1565843940 Never Read-12+ year old Hardcover book with dust jacket-may have light
shelf or handling wear-has a price sticker or price written inside front or back cover-publishers mark-Good Copy- I ship FAST with
FREE tracking!! *...

Valley Forge: The History and Legacy of the Most Famous Military Camp of the Revolutionary
War
Createspace, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on
Demand *****.*Includes pictures *Includes accounts of Valley Forge written by Washington and other generals *Includes online
resources and a bibliography for...
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See also Alvin and Heidi Tofer, War and Anti-War: Survival at the Dawn of the 21st Century (1993) (the emerging knowledge-based
society will use knowledge-based systems to conduct warfare). 2 Stocks are purchased on-line. Applications for employment are made
on-line.Â adversary or adversariesâ€™.5 The realistic potential of instigating IW underscores the changed nature of the globalized
world environment, as well as the technological revolution in how transnational conict might be conducted in the twenty-rst century.
Coincidentally, both these developments highlight the need to develop or amend the rules and criteria on which factual assertions are
based for a state to employ force against another state.

Anti-war exhibition programme for the anti-war exhibition held at the Friends' Meeting House, Mount Street, Manchester, Monday,
January 19th, 1935. Books. Anti-war exhibition 1935 a pacifist leaflet advertising the Manchester and District Anti-War Exhibition. Share
this Share on twitter Share on facebook. Imperial War Museums home Connect with IWM. Author:Toffler, Alvin. War & Anti-War In 21St
Century: Survival at the Dawn of the 21st Century. Each month we recycle over 2.3 million books, saving over 12,500 tonnes of books a
year from going straight into landfill sites. See details - War & Anti-War In 21St Century: Survival at the by Toffler, Alvin 0316850241.
See all 5 pre-owned listings. QtyÂ War and Anti-War: Survival at the Dawn of the 21st Century by Alvin Toffler, Heidi Toffler (Hardback,
1993). Be the first to write a review.About this product. Pre-owned: lowest price.

War and Anti-War: Making Sense of Today's Global Chaos, Alvin Toffler, Heidi Toffler Beginning with a provocative analysis of warfare
in the past, futurists Alvin and Heidi Toffler offer intriguing insight into today's military conflicts--and an eye-opening portrait of the battles
of the future. By describing the horrifying realities of future war, the authors offer innovative strategies for implementing future peace.Â
The main purpose is to outline how the successful war as a wealth generating power in the 21st century should look like according to
the authors' theory of waves. flag Like Â· see review. Dec 12, 2008 Matt rated it liked it Â· review of another edition. The premise of this
book is that the way we make wealth is the way we make war -- that today's revolutionary changes in business are being mirrored in the
world's armies and the future of war itself. Describes how the U.S. military went from defeat and demoralization in Vietnam to high
performance in the Gulf -- a story with lessons for many businesses today as they, too, restructure in preparation for the 21st century.
When America is groping for new strategies, when its defense industries are in crisis, and when peacemakers are being outsmarted, this
book tells us why we seem bent It was believed that 21st-century humanity would be a globalized postconflict society moving in
deterministic concert toward collective peace and prosperity. While Fukuyamaâ€™s thesis was profoundly challenged by the September
11, 2001, attacks and the subsequent U.S. â€œwar on terrorism,â€ open warfare between the armies of nation-states did, in fact,
become increasingly rare in the post-Cold War environment.Â Far and away the deadliest war of the 21st century was a conflict that
had its genesis in the 20th. The Rwandan genocide, the toppling and death of Zairean Pres. War and Anti-War : Survival at the Dawn of
the 21st Century, Hardcover by Toffler, Alvin; Toffler, Heidi, ISBN 0316850241, ISBN-13 9780316850247, Acceptable Condition, Free
shipping Two leading futurists analyze war in the past, offer insight into modern conflicts, and examine the future face of war based on
the idea that forms of war and of economic activity are parallel. See details - War and Anti-War : Survival at the Dawn of the 21st
Century, Hardcover by Tof See all 4 pre-owned listings. Buy It Now.Â item 1 War and Anti-War : Survival at the Dawn of the 21st
Century, Hardcover by Tof 1 - War and Anti-War : Survival at the Dawn of the 21st Century, Hardcover by Tof AU $19.86. Free postage.

